Less is Not Always More - Empowering Women

Medium to Full Coverage Swimwear Brand - made especially for ladies to empower them, and to make them feel as comfortable as ever wearing Noella Collection
Ilford, Dec 23, 2019 (Issuewire.com) - Noella Collection is a new, exciting swimwear brand that launched Spring/Summer 2019 online, shipping worldwide for women all over the world.

Noella Collection is a small collection of luxury bikini and swimsuits. The modest look allows the everyday woman to feel chic yet comfortable. The difference between Noella Collection to the majority of other brands is that less does not mean more in this case. The majority of the products allow for more coverage so that comfortability and confidence become key on your holiday.

The fabrics used is a mixture of Nylon and Lycra allowing a two-way stretch increasing flexibility and allowing easy movement for the customer. The quality of the fabric used is what gives Noella Collection its luxury looks and feel. The customer will be receiving; long-lasting due to the Ultra Chlorine resistance and excellent UV protection quality pieces, manufactured with care, paying attention to detail. A matching set or a full swimsuit range between £40 - £50. The swimsuits in the collection are all different from each other, with strong colors that help express Confidence as the woman wears it. To top it off, the product is also delivered in style with our chic packaging making the experience of buying your luxury swimwear a treat as you open it.

“Noella Collection is perfect for the woman who doesn’t always have the confidence to show the majority of her body but wants to be able to be just as comfortable as the ones that do. It is perfect for those that feel like they have areas of their bodies that they are not comfortable with. It is perfect for those that want to be different. It is perfect for those that go for the quality. Overall Noella Collection will be perfect for the majority. “
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